ORLEANS - CONVENT GLEN NORTH– PT 213
5KM (Summer Route #4) – Level 1B
This walk qualifies for the Famous Canadians Program
Washroom facilities are available only at Start/Finish

1.

From the Ultramar Gas Station go to the traffic lights at the corner of Jeanne D'Arc Blvd and Orleans Blvd and
turn RIGHT on Orleans Blvd. You will pass Cairine Wilson Secondary School on your right.

2.

At the end of the sidewalk continue past the white wooden fence to the gravel road.

3.

LEFT at the T-junction. Continue on the gravel road and turn RIGHT at Hiawatha Park Road. (no sign - house
number 902 directly across the street)

4.

LEFT on Radisson Ave to the end & Continue straight ahead through the gate on the paved path.

5.

Straight ahead at the first path on your left, LEFT on the second path (approx 50m from chain link fence)

6.

Continue through the brown wooden fence on Fairwinds Terrace to the stop sign, Cross Voyageur Drive (no
sign) to the sidewalk and turn LEFT.

7.

RIGHT on the path at bus stop 2675 (just past house number 6135).

8.

Continue straight through at all intersections to Voyageur Drive again (no sign). Ecole des Voyageur is straight
ahead

9.

Cross Voyageur Drive and turn LEFT to the traffic lights at Jeanne D'Arc Blvd.

10. Cross Jeanne D'Arc Blvd and turn RIGHT to the first path on the left. (just past the chain link fence at the
Gloucester Sign) LEFT on the path and LEFT at the first Y-junction. Convent Glen Catholic School is on your
right.
11. Continue straight through at all intersections toward the play structure, circle the play structure to the path on
the other side to the path between the backyards, straight ahead to the next park.
12. RIGHT at the T-junction then immediately LEFT and LEFT again circling the pine trees.
13. Straight through the next intersection and RIGHT at the triple Y-junction to Fortune Drive.
14. LEFT at Fortune Drive (no sign) to Orleans Blvd. Cross Orleans Blvd at the four-way stop and turn LEFT
back to the Ultramar Service Station.
We hope you have enjoyed this 5 km walk. Please thank the staff at the Ultramar Gas Station.
Please direct any comments regarding this walk to: Kathy Luten (613) 830-7437
For Information on up-coming walks www.ottawavoyageurs.ca
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